Dear Senators Fischer, Ayotte, Booker, and Schatz:

As an organization representing more than 200 PhD-granting computing departments, 14 industrial research labs, and six affiliated professional computing societies, the Computing Research Association commends you for the introduction of S. 2607, the Developing Innovation and Growing the Internet of Things (DIGIT) Act. We appreciate your efforts to establish a national strategy on the Internet of Things in thoughtful anticipation of the large impact this technology will have on the United States and its citizens. CRA’s member institutions are deeply involved in this area, identifying and leading work on the research challenges that, once solved, will enable the full potential of the Internet of Things (IoT).

We are pleased to offer our endorsement of S. 2607. We believe the DIGIT Act captures the interests of many of the stakeholders in IoT, including those in the research community who believe the need to identify and solve research challenges is critical to progress in this area.

As you are aware, CRA itself is helping lead this research effort through the work of our Computing Community Consortium, chartered to anticipate and enable high-impact research in the computing research community. The CCC has established a task force — chaired by Ben Zorn from Microsoft Research and Shwetak Patel from the University of Washington — that seeks to identify and delineate the research challenges created by the Internet of Things and related technologies that connect computing to the physical world. Over the last year this task force has been establishing consensus from the computing community around the research challenges created by IoT and has prepared white papers specifically outlining some of these challenges for the area in general and for the specific topic of Smart Communities as well.

These activities have led us to articulate a number of key areas of research that will overcome current and future barriers to the widespread development and adoption of IoT. Among these, we would in particular highlight that existing best practices in building robust and secure systems are insufficient to address the new challenges that IoT systems will present. IoT systems will be more deeply embedded into our daily lives and people will interact with and depend on them more than any previous computer systems. IoT systems


are inherently cyber-physical-human systems bringing together people, the physical world, and software/hardware in ways that demand innovation. Beyond basic security and privacy, research that seeks to make these systems more usable, manageable, understandable, and efficient is necessary. We are pleased that S. 2607 provides members of the academic research community a seat at the table to bring this viewpoint to the strategic planning process.

Thank you again for introducing this important legislation in anticipation of an important technical trend. We appreciate all your efforts to advance the Internet of Things and look forward to working with you as this moves forward.

Sincerely,

Susan B. Davidson

Susan B. Davidson
Chair, Board of Directors

cc: Members of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation